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BoE Preview: December 2021 
Statement/Minutes release: 12:00GMT, Thursday 16 December 

Expected link: https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/monetary-policy-

summary-and-minutes/2021/december-2021 

MNI View: Risk Management Likely 

to Favour Waiting 

Tim Davis, 15 December 

This week’s Bank of England MPC meeting would have probably been a straightforward decision had 

it not been for the emergence of the Omicron variant (which is now thought to account for over 20% 

of UK Covid-19 cases and is probably already the dominant strain in London). 

Against market expectations, the MPC voted to keep rates on hold in November. Chief Economist 

Huw Pill cited three reasons that he did not vote to raise rates. First there was no rush to hike with 

little immediate risk of “inflation de-anchoring from its 2% target at the policy-relevant medium-

term horizon." Second, he favoured waiting for the conclusion of the QE programme in order to 

keep communications clear. Third, there was value in waiting for more concrete data on the state of 

the labour market post-furlough. Although he was considered one of the more hawkish members of 

the MPC, his arguments for not voting for a rate rise were probably fairly widely held across the 

Committee. 

Since the November meeting, labour market data has come in even stronger than expected, with 

end-of-furlough tensions and wage growth elevated even now that base effects have largely evened 

themselves out. Wage growth is now at 4.9%Y/Y (4.3% excluding bonus) while inflation data is also 

surprising to the upside with headline CPI at 5.1%Y/Y and core at 4.0%Y/Y – and this is before the 

majority of energy price rises have been passed on to consumers due to the Ofgem price cap. 

Despite UK GDP data having been a little disappointing, this should remove obstacle three while 

obstacle two will be removed by the QE programme having completed ahead of the MPC meeting. 

This leaves us with the question of is there an immediate risk of inflation deanchoring from its 

target? Inflation is high and there will be wage negotiations intensifying particularly after the new 

year. However, the other point raised in the past from MPC members as to why they have acted is 

that they have paid attention to risk management considerations. The risk to the labour market from 

the end of the furlough scheme has greatly receded but the possibility of even more stringent Covid-

19 regulations has increased substantially with the emergence of the Omicron variant. 

Data from South Africa suggests that Omicron has led to 23% fewer hospital admissions than Delta 

and hospital admissions are also less likely to require ICU care. However, with cases of Omicron in 

the UK currently estimated to be doubling every 2-3 days suggesting the variant is much more 

transmissible than Delta, there does still appear to be a risk of strains on hospitals and of people 

needing to take time off work. There is also likely to be a dent to consumer confidence, particularly 
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regarding consumption of services. This could arguably keep inflationary pressures in place for 

longer if the rotation back from goods towards service consumption stalls. 

Despite the potentially inflationary pressure, the MNI Markets Team thinks the MPC will assess that 

the near-term risks have shifted to the downside. In the coming months, these risks are likely to 

balance themselves out again and a February/March hike probably remains in play (depending on 

the severity of restrictions over the winter period). The macroeconomic data in our view certainly 

argue in favour of a hike. But uncertainty seems more elevated now than in November when the 

MPC kept rates on hold. At this stage a lockdown or other harder governmental restrictions cannot 

be ruled out, and waiting seven weeks for the first hike is unlikely to make much difference to the 

inflationary outcome in 2-years time. 

 

  

Central Bank Watch - Bank of England
December 15, 2021

MNI Bank of England Data Watch List
Inflation Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

CPI % y/y 5.1 3.2 2.1 2.77

Core CPI % y/y 4.0 3.1 2.0 1.55

PPI Output % y/y -1.3 -0.9 -0.7 -1.00

Inflation Swap 5y/5y % 3.78 3.82 3.75 2.20

Economic Activity Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

PMI Manufacturing Index 58.1 60.3 65.6 0.53

PMI Services Index 58.5 55.0 62.9 -0.25

Manufacturing Production % y/y 1.3 6.4 41.7 -0.80

Index of Services % 3m/3m 1.1 5.1 1.8 -0.63

Monetary Analysis Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

Consumer Credit GBP Bn 0.71 0.40 0.20 0.61

Mortgage Approvals K 67.20 75.48 85.33 -1.55

Lending Sec on Dwellings GBP Bn 1.60 -2.20 2.70 -0.79

Nationwide House Prices % y/y 10.0 11.0 10.9 -0.20

Consumer / Labour Market Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

Retail Sales Inc Petrol % y/y -1.3 1.9 42.2 -0.29

Consumer Confidence Index -14.0 -8.0 -9.0 -0.68

Employment Chge 3m/3m K 149.0 183.0 61.0 0.23

Ave Weekly Earnings 3m % y/y 4.9 8.3 5.8 -1.04

Markets Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

Equity Market (All Share) Index 4100 4110 4016 0.90

10-Year Gilt Yield % 0.72 0.71 0.80 -0.02

Gilt Curve (2s-10s) bps 27.9 49.5 73.2 -1.34

GBP TWI Index 81.03 81.31 82.04 -0.73
Note: For quarterly data the 3m ago column will display the previous data point and the 6m ago column will display the data point prior to that. 
Source: MNI, Bloomberg
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Summary of Analyst Views 

• First hike (out of 21 analysts): 9 analysts have pushed back their expectation from December 

2021 to February 2022. 

o 4 analysts expect December 2021 (19%), down from 14 (67%) following the 

November meeting. 

o 15 analysts look for February 2022 (71%), up from 7 (33%) following the November 

meeting. Note that all analysts expected a hike by February following the November 

meeting. 

o 1 analyst (5%) looks for a first hike in either February or March 2022. 

o 1 analyst (5%) looks for the first hike to be delayed until March 2022. 

• All analysts have a first hike of 15bp in their base case with following hikes in 25bp 

increments. Some see a tail risk of a 40bp hike. 

• Bank Rate at end 2022 (out of 18 analysts): 

o 3 analysts (17%) look for 1.00% 

o 8 analysts (44%) look for 0.75% 

o 1 analyst (6%) looks for 0.75% or 0.50% 

o 6 analysts (33%) look for 0.50%. 

  

Institution Post-November meeting Pre-December meeting

Nomura
15bp hike Dec21, then 25bp hikes in Feb22, May22, H2-22. BOE inf fcast "close enough to 

target" to support 1% rate by end-22. Downside risks to fcast of 50bp of hikes in 2023.

"Think the Bank should – and will  – pull the trigger" in Dec21 with 15bp hike. But with a 

low level of conviction. Look for 25bp hikes in Feb22, May22, H2-22 and two more in 

2023.

BNP
Expect a "finely balanced" decision to raise rates 15bp in Dec with a 6-3 vote. Expect two 

further 25bp hikes in 2022 and another two in 2023 to 1.25%.

Berenberg
Base case: 15bp Dec21 hike (but possibly delayed to Feb22). "Good chance" Mann votes 

for Dec hike making Bailey / Pil l  swing voters. Bank Rate 0.75% end-22 and 1.25% end-23.

15bp Dec21 hike: if Bank acts early enough "a shallower path of bank rate normalisation 

should curb the worst of any inflation." Furhter 25bp hikes in Q2-22, Q4-22, Q2-23, Q4-

23.

Deutsche
15bp hike in Dec then 25bp hikes in May22 and Feb23. Longer delay between hikes as see 

GDP "materially" below Bank projections and Bank inf fcasts have energy too high.

6-3 vote for Dec21 hike, Omicron "has changed little on the medium-term economic 

outlook." Bank Rate at 0.50% by May22 either way. 25bp hikes in Feb23 and Nov23.

Barclays
Will be “enough post-furlough labour market data” for a 15bp Dec21 hike. Continue to 

expect 25bp hikes in Feb22 and May22 but "the bank could hike less or more gradually."

Omicron uncertainty lead to "the Bank to delay its first hike from December to February. 

However, we still expect Bank Rate to reach 0.75% in May 2022."

Société Générale
Official & survey evidence of labour mkt strength "available in abundance" prompt 15bp 

Dec21 hike. 25bp hikes in Feb22, May22, Aug22 (but downside risks of final hike to 1.0%)

"Omicron outbreak will buy the committee a little more time before it has to act". Push 

back first hike to Feb22. In base case, Bank Rate at 1.00% end-22 then on hold in 2023.

UBS
With Oct labour market data available, continue to expect 15bp Dec21 hike follwed by 

25bp hikes in both May22 and Nov22.

"Comments from some MPC members, in particular Saunders... suggest that the MPC 

might prefer to wait." 15bp hike in Feb22, 25bp hikes: May22, Nov22 and two in 2023.

Morgan Stanley
See the Nov pause to allow for winding up of current QE prgramme and to wait for more 

labour market data. See 15bp Dec21 and 25bp Feb22 hikes to trigger QT from Feb22.

"Tactical delay… not a fundamental change" in MPC's view on the outlook or reaction 

function." 15bp hike in Feb22, 25bp hikes in May22, Nov22 and one 25bp hike in 2023.

Goldman Sachs
15bp hike Dec21 (although Feb22 possible), then 25bp hikes in May22, Nov22, May23 

before pausing at 1% as asset sales of GBP20bln/quarter begin.

"Risk management considerations will dominate in next week’s MPC deliberations." Now 

expect 15bp hike in Feb22, further 25bp in May22, Nov22 and May23.

JP Morgan
Assuming strong labour market data expect 15bp Dec21 hike "although a delay until  

February is plausible." Look for 25bp hikes in May22 and Nov22.

MPC on hold "buying more time to assess the threat from Omicron". Now look for 15bp 

Feb hike and still look for 25bp hikes in May22 and Nov22.

NatWest Markets
15bp Feb22 hike followed by 25bp hikes in May22 and Nov22 (unch view). Timing of first 

hike "a l ittle hazy" but Feb22 gives more time to assess outlook and MPR to communicate.

Expect repeat of Nov 7-2 on-hold rates vote. "Uncertainties around the Omicron variant 

seem more likely to dominate." 15bp hike in Feb22 with 25bp hikes in May22 and Nov22.

Credit Suisse
Omicron to make MPC's decision "more finely balanced and be enough to delay the BoE 

rate l ift-off". Expect 15bp Feb22 hike then 25bp hikes in May22 and Nov22.

ING
BOE "sensibly" waiting for more info. Expect 15bp hike in Dec21 (although chance wait 

until  Feb22) and then 25bp hikes in May22 and Nov22.

Expect first 15bp hike in Feb22. "Officials have also shown themselves willing to wait" so 

Feb22 hike depends on how Omicron hits activity. 25bp hikes in Q3-22, Q1-23 and Q3-23.

Commerzbank
"If Saunders is already hesitating, there will probably not be a majority in favor of an 

interest rate hike in the MPC [this] week."

Daiwa
“It is hard to argue that the case for tightening monetary policy this month is any stronger 

than at the time of the November MPC meeting." Expect Feb22 hike.

Rabobank
"Strong labour market reports for October and November... could force the MPC’s hand in 

December." Continue to see 40bp of hikes for 21/22 combined.

15bp Feb22 hike "on the provision that the UK’s acquired immunity acts as a wave 

breaker" against another lockdown. 25bp hike in May22; Bank Rate at 0.50% at end-22.

TD Securities
Now expect first 15bp hike in Feb22 but note Dec21 "very much a l ive meeting". Further 

25bp hikes in Aug22, Nov22, Feb23 and one more 2023 hike.

On hold this week after the govt's Covid restrictions with a 7-2 vote. 15bp hike in Feb22 

followed by 25bp hikes in Aug22 and Nov22. Feb22 hike could be delayed if lockdown.

HSBC
Stick to base case of 15bp Feb22 hike and 25bp hikes in Aug22 and Feb23. "Risks in all  

directions" and Dec21 is l ive but Nov decision shows MPC "places value on that clarity".

9-0 vote for on hold Dec decision. Stil l  expect first 15bp hike in Feb22 but "would have 

been tempted" to change call  if not for Omicron. Further 25bp hikes in Aug22 and Feb23.

UniCredit
Move first hike to Feb22 (lack of urgency in MPC language, more details on end of 

furlough and labor market). Then one further 25bp hike during 2022 (previously two 

more).

“We see a 15bp hike in February, followed by a 25bp rise in August and a final 25bp 

increase in February 2023, returning the bank rate to its pre-pandemic level of 0.75%.”

Bank of America
BOE "was dovish, period." Expect first 15bp hike Feb22 followed by 25bp in May22 and 

25bp in Feb23. Risk is a Dec21 hike but "either way" expect Bank Rate at 0.25% in Feb22.

Expect Dec21 decision to be a close call  but expet a 7-2 or 6-3 vote for rates to be on hold. 

Look for 15bp Feb22 hike and 25bp in May22 with QT starting in July.

Pantheon
Continue to expect on hold in Dec21 (in a "finely balanced" call) with 15bp hike in Feb22 

and a further 25bp hike in Aug22 then on hold through the rest of 2022.

“The Covid situation won't be better in early February; the March meeting is a better bet 

for the first rate hike.” Expect second hike of 25bp in Aug22.

Source: Analyst previews and MNI

Summary of Analyst Views (Sorted by Hawkish to Dovish); View changes in bold
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Analysts’ Key Comments (A-Z) (View Changes in 

Headings) 

Bank of America 

• “In normal times the Bank of England (BoE) would likely already have hiked rates 40bp in our 
view. These aren't normal times. They were waiting for Furlough uncertainty to resolve. Now 
they may wait for Omicron uncertainty to resolve. We expect the BoE to keep rates 
unchanged next week and signal they are likely to hike in February ('coming months') if 
Omicron risks subside. We look for the BoE to hike 15bp in February and 25bp in May. This 
means QT would start in the summer, not March.” 

• “This remains a close call. BoE rate setters' speeches give little concrete guidance in our 
view. A 15bp rate hike would not make much difference to the outlook, so they may 
conclude a small hike has few downsides but is a necessary signal to the labour market.” 

• “We look for a 7-2 or 6-3 vote to keep rates on hold.” 

Barclays push back first hike expectation to Feb 

• "Despite healthy labour market data and possible new inflationary pressures, we believe the 
more adverse uncertain context created by Omicron will lead the Bank to delay its first hike 
from December to February. However, we still expect Bank Rate to reach 0.75% in May 
2022" 

• Barclays now expects: 15bp hike in February, 25bp in March, 25bp in May ahead of a 
"prolonged status quo, with risk of rate cuts in 2023." 

• It previously expected 15bp in December, 25bp in February and 25bp in May. 
• "Critical data on the variant's potency may not be available for weeks. Faced with this 

certain uncertainty, we expect the BoE to delay rate action into next year." 
• "The Alpha and Delta precedents offer limited insight into the possible economic impact of 

Omicron given the ever-changing reaction functions of households, businesses and 
governments. We see possible outcomes ranging from a minor drag in Q1 22 offset by 
stronger growth thereafter to a 4-5% q/q drop in activity if restrictions and public health 
outcomes are comparable to the 2020/21 winter lockdown." 

• "Despite healthy post-furlough labour market data, MPC members have not shifted 
decisively more hawkish, casting doubt over a December hike even without the emergence 
of Omicron." 

Berenberg 

• “Across the board, UK economic data published since the November meeting have 
strengthened the case for an imminent rate hike.” 

• “Although the underlying economic developments continue to favour our call for a 15bp 
bank rate hike to 0.25% on 16 December, fresh uncertainties linked to the unknown rate of 
spread and virulence of the new Omicron strain of SARS-CoV-2 raise the option value of 
staying put for now. The risks to our call are thus tilted towards the MPC delaying the first 
hike until February.” 
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• “If the BoE acts early enough (ie the first hike no later than February 2022), a shallower path 
of bank rate normalisation should curb the worst of any inflation excesses.” 

• After 15bp December hike, look for further 25bp hikes in Q2-22, Q4-22, Q2-23 and Q4-23. 

BNP 

• "The spread of the Omicron variant has added an element of additional uncertainty to the 
near-term outlook which makes [a 15bp hike next week] less compelling – indeed we expect 
another ‘finely balanced’ decision. However, we think the majority of the Committee will be 
persuaded by the economic data, which clearly justify the start of the tightening process, in 
our view." 

• "We would not expect a unanimous decision (We assume a 6-3 split, with Jonathan Haskel, 
Silvana Tenreyro and Catherine Mann voting to keep policy on hold)." 

• "Uncertainty about the effect of the new variant, in both an epidemiological sense and an 
economic one, has likely contributed to [MPC speakers'] more balanced tone. However, we 
suspect the MPC’s recent communication challenges may have contributed to its less 
committal stance. The MPC might have more information available to it when it makes its 
policy decision, although it looks likely 
to be a few weeks before we have a clearer view on the characteristics of Omicron." 

• "If some of the early evidence is confirmed, Omicron could prove more transmissible and 
able to partly escape vaccine protection, yet be less virulent. In such a scenario, we think 
supply-side constraints could be exacerbated, potentially adding to inflationary pressures, 
and we think the MPC could potentially be more sensitive to these than to the more mild 
demand-side impact" 

• "We expect two 25bp hikes in 2022 and a further two in 2023, taking Bank Rate to 1.25% by 
end-2023. We would not consider this the ‘terminal’ rate, however, and in that regard while 
we push back on markets’ near-term expectations, we think more could be delivered in the 
longer term than is currently priced in." 

Credit Suisse look for delay for BOE hike to Feb 

• CS notes: "The uncertainty on the new variant would make the rate decision next week 
more finely balanced and be enough to delay the BoE rate lift-off from December 2021 to 
February 2022." 

• "The fundamentals are still intact for hikes next year, with inflation and labour data 
surprising on the upside... we continue to expect a similar path of rate hikes as before... We 
now expect a 15-bps rate hike from the BoE in February 2022... barring bad news on the 
variant that causes severe restrictions to be re-imposed... We expect the next two rate hikes 
in May and November 2022, such that Bank Rate reaches 0.75% at the end of 2022." 
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Commerzbank: If Saunders is hesitating a majority for a December hike is unlikely 

• “With the emergence of the new Omicron variant, MPC members have become much more 
cautious again in recent days. 

• “If Saunders is already hesitating, there will probably not be a majority in favor of an interest 
rate hike in the MPC [this] week either.” 

• “Now consider it somewhat more likely that the Bank of England will not raise the key rate 
by 15 basis points to 0.25% until the meeting after next in February.” 

Daiwa 

• “It is hard to argue that the case for tightening monetary policy this month is any stronger 
than at the time of the November MPC meeting. With the BoE also traditionally reluctant to 
hike rates ahead of Christmas, perhaps for fear of being portrayed as Scrooge, we think that 
the majority of MPC members will again vote to leave rates unchanged on Thursday.” 

• “The Committee will probably await updated projections in February before nudging Bank 
Rate up to 0.25%.” 

Deutsche: Stick with December hike “but only just”; add in November 2023 hike 

• “Despite the rise in uncertainty around the Omicron variant, we expect the MPC to raise the 
Bank Rate by 15bps to 0.25% at its December meeting.” 

• “Fundamentally, news of the Omicron variant has changed little on the medium-term 
economic outlook... Moreover, the potential disruption from Omicron may lead to even 
more inflationary pressures in the medium term, with supply chain bottlenecks and labour 
shortages/ mismatches further exacerbated by rising restrictions, both domestically and 
globally.” 

• “Risks to our view are finely balanced… there may be some marginal benefit in waiting for 
new information on the Omicron variant... But, we argue that there is also a cost to waiting 
– likely requiring a faster pace of tightening in the near term to keep medium-term inflation 
in check, something we think the Bank will likely want to avoid.” 

• December “basecase: a rate hike, 6-3, 15bps. If the Bank surprises markets and hikes in 
December, it will almost certainly be led by Deputy Governor, Ben Broadbent, making the 
case for tightening.” 

• “Even if the Bank delays lift-off by another six weeks, we still see the Bank Rate rising to 
0.5% by May-2022, triggering a stop to all APF reinvestments thereafter. We also maintain 
our call for a third rate hike in Feb-23 (25bps) and now see one further rate hike coming in 
Nov-23, taking the terminal rate up to 1%.” 
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Goldman Sachs now expect BOE on hold in December 

• Goldman Sachs has updated its BOE call: "We had thought a 15bp hike in December was 
more likely than not, but this was a close call. We now think risk management 
considerations will dominate in next week’s MPC deliberations. As such, we expect the MPC 
members to vote to keep Bank Rate at 0.1% at the December meeting, but this remains a 
close call. We expect the MPC to signal that this is only a short delay to gather more 
information on Omicron, and indicate that a hike remains appropriate in coming months." 

• Now look for 15bp in February and continue to look for 25bp in May with further hikes every 
six months (Q4-22 and Q2-23). 

• GS "maintain our baseline view that the UK economy will hold up relatively well during the 
fourth wave, given high vaccine take-up and a successful booster programme... We are likely 
to gather more information on the impact of Omicron over the next week, especially with 
the potential releases of Pfizer and Moderna’s in-vitro studies. Given this, and the limited 
guidance from MPC members on the likely impact of Omicron, it is difficult to have strong 
conviction for the outcome of the upcoming MPC meeting." 

HSBC 

• "December meeting could be another close call although we think the MPC will vote 9-0 to 
keep rates on hold, amid the Omicron uncertainty." 

• "For the sake of seven additional weeks – until the February meeting, which will also provide 
the MPC with an updated forecast – we suspect the MPC will prefer to wait. Indeed, the only 
two ‘cycle-starting’ rate decisions the MPC has made in the last twenty years that were not 
in Monetary Policy Report meetings were in response to the Global Financial Crisis and the 
COVID-19 crisis." 

• "We are sticking with our forecast for a February lift-off for the BoE. Had it not been for the 
emergence of the Omicron variant and associated uncertainty, we might have been tempted 
to bring forward our forecast for the first hike from February to this 16 December meeting" 

• Not base case but "if the MPC does hike in December, is what next? Our forecast is for three 
rate rises in February 2022, August 2022 and then February 2023. But, if the first move 
comes in December, then August will seem quite distant for the follow-up. So we will be 
scouring the December minutes for any clues on the profile... the keener the MPC are on 
getting started with QT, the more likely a February follow-up" 

ING: Officials have shown themselves willing to wait so push back hike to February 

• “We’re now assuming policymakers will pull the trigger on a 15 basis-point increase at the 
February meeting. Recent comments suggest Bank officials are still nervous about inflation – 
and if anything Omicron could delay the recovery of supply chains… officials have also shown 
themselves willing to wait, so the timing of the first move will also depend heavily on 
whether the new variant hits activity in the run-up to the first meeting of 2022. “ 

• Inflation is “likely to be much closer to target by the end of the year, and below in 2023… 
with modest residual slack in the jobs market, we’re less convinced broad-based wage 
pressures will become a big enough problem for policymakers to justify taking rates higher 
than they’ve been since 2008. Two – or at most three- rate rises in 2022 look likely.” 

• Base case: 15bp hike in February 2022, 25bp hikes in Q3-22, Q1-23 and Q3-23. 
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JP Morgan: Push back first BOE hike to February 

• JP Morgan updated its BOE call, pushing back its expectation of the first hike from the BOE 
to February from December "buying more time to assess the threat from Omicron". 

• "The Saunders comments last Friday were the most significant... While he may continue to 
vote for a rate rise next week, any hesitation he now has could be greater among members 
who have been less certain about the need for an immediate tightening in monetary policy" 

• "It appears there will still be enough uncertainty going into the December meeting to 
persuade a majority to delay a rate rise until early next year – although the outcome looks 
close." 

• "Our base case is that the downside risks related to Omicron will fade early next year with 
the economic impact remaining small and temporary. We hence assume the BoE will begin 
raising rates in February with a 15bp rise." 

• "We are keeping the same forecast for the policy rate to reach 0.75% by the end of next 
year. This implies a somewhat faster pace of tightening in 2022 than before. After a 15bp 
February rate rise, we assume rates will rise 25bps in May and November" 

Morgan Stanley also push first hike to February 

• "We now see a 15bps move only in February, but still expect the Bank Rate to end 2022 at 
75bp." 

• "The shift in commentary to include explicit reference to downside risks and benefits of 
waiting leads us to revise our call... This means the BoE would reinvest the £25bn of gilts 
maturing in March." 

• "We see this move as a tactical delay, however, and not a fundamental change in view on 
the UK growth and inflation outlook, nor the MPC's reaction function." 

• Now expect a "15bp hike in February, a 25bp hike in May triggering a start to QT in July, and 
another 25bp hike in November. We then see inflation declining and the pace of economic 
growth coming down, and therefore look for the pace of rate hikes to slow to one in 2023." 

• MS "see only modest risk of a larger rate hike in February, for example a 40bps hike" 
• "In the bear case Omicron scenario of renewed 1Q22lockdown, we see the BoE hiking only 

twice next year - but then twice in 2023, taking the Bank Rate to 100bp at the end of 2023." 
• "It is possible that the MPC could implement another round of QE in 1Q22, in the case of 

another lockdown and re-introduction of furlough 

NatWest Markets 

• “We forecast BoE monetary policy settings to be unaltered in December… uncertainties 
around the Omicron variant seem more likely to dominate [versus the labour market data] – 
the risks appear to be highly asymmetric in the sense that the upside scenario is merely a 
continuation of the prior base case whereas the downside scenario could involve the 
imposition of material economic restrictions.” 

• NWM “forecast a repeat of November’s 7-2 vote on Bank Rate” 

• There are “two-sided risks vis-à-vis the Bank Rate vote in December – additional hawkish 
dissent is possible (Bailey, Pill); conversely, a unanimous vote for no change is perfectly 
conceivable.” 

• 15bp February 2022 hike followed by 25bp hikes in May 2022 and November 2022. 
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Nomura 

• Reasons for a hike this week: "The combination of high and rising inflation, a tight labour 
market, and the need to “prepare the ground” for a tightening cycle to begin in earnest next 
year." 

• On the latter: "One argument for raising rates by a modest 15bp at the December meeting is 
that, at very little cost, it puts policy rates back on the “quarter point ratchet” ahead of 
“tightening proper” in 2022. After all, does the Bank really want to be in a position in two-to-
three months’ time, whereby inflation has risen further, the virus is once again in retreat, yet 
it has failed to get policy rates off the ground?" 

• "We think the Bank should – and will – pull the trigger next week. A non-market view it may 
be, but conviction levels associated with next week’s decision –whatever one thinks the 
Bank will do – are likely to be low." 

• "Based on the assumption that the Bank hikes 15bp next week – we expect the Bank to raise 
rates again in February, May and H2 in 2022 (each 25bp). We then see further hikes to a 
terminal point of 1.50% in 2023." 

• Nomura sees 4 risks to its view: 
o Omicron/Plan B Covid restrictions 
o Not much point in taking action if the shock to inflation is gone by the time monpol 

can affect it 
o "Higher inflation could ultimately detract from demand, leading to downward – not 

upward – pressure on medium-term inflation forecasts" 
o "second-round effects have not been excessive thus far – with some key measures 

of pay growth relatively benign" 

Pantheon: Push back first expected rate hike to March 

• “The Covid situation won't be better in early February; the March meeting is a better bet for 
the first rate hike.” 

• “An increase certainly can’t be ruled out, given that November's decision was a "close call" 
for many members, and GDP growth, employment growth and CPI inflation all have 
exceeded the MPC’s expectations since then.” 

• Continue to expect second hike of 25bp in August. 

Rabobank: Push back first hike to February assuming there is no lockdown 

• “Shifted our call for the first 15 bps rate hike towards February 2022, on the provision that 
the UK’s acquired immunity acts as a wave breaker and appears strong enough to prevent 
the need for strict lockdown measures. This is, naturally, far from clear, which makes the 
timing of the first rate hike unusually uncertain.” 

• “We hold on to our forecast of a much less aggressive tightening cycle than what is currently 
priced in front-end rates. We pencil in only 40 bps worth of rate hikes in 2022, currently 15 
bps in February and 25 bps in May, and expect Bank rate to end the year at 0.50%.” 
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Societe Generale first hike in February when debate may be over size rather than timing 

• "The emergence of the Omicron variant has injected a fresh note of uncertainty into the 
timing of the first rate hike from the Bank of England. We have changed our rate call to 
reflect this. The first hike is now likely in February 2022 rather than on 16 December." 

• "We fully expect that the labour data to be released on 14 December will add weight to the 
need for a rate increase before long but the Omicron outbreak will buy the committee a 
little more time before it has to act." 

• By February "the impact of the end of furlough should be very clear and the Omicron variant 
should hopefully be under control... If that is the case, the debate might then revert to one 
over the size of the first increase rather than of its timing." 

TD Securities: First hike could now be in March 

• “We expect the BoE to leave Bank Rate on hold at 0.10%, given the intensified COVID 
restrictions announced [last] week.” 

• “The vote is likely to be fairly decisively in favour of a hold (perhaps 7-2 again), even if that 
masks a very close decision for some on the MPC.” 

• “We expect just one 15bps hike between now and March, followed by two more rate hikes 
in the second half of the year (Aug & Nov). The February hike could well be delayed should 
the country go back into lockdown in the winter, something that is looking increasingly 
likely” 

UBS: First hike pushed back to February 

• "Although the recent inflation and labour market data arguably support the case for a rate 
hike, the latest comments from some MPC members, in particular Michael Saunders 
(generally seen as a hawk), suggest that the MPC might prefer to wait for more clarity on 
Omicron." 

• "We think that the MPC would be in a better position to gauge the economic fallout from 
the new variant in the following meeting on 3 February." 

• "For the time being, we assume relatively mild economic fallout from Omicron, implying no 
new lockdowns, and hence expect the MPC will deliver a 15bps hike at its first 2022 meeting 
on 3 February" 

• UBS now see the "first 15bps hike on 3 February 2022, followed by two more 25bp hikes in 
May and November 2022 (and two more hikes in 2023)." 

• "If the health risks stemming from Omicron turn out to be severe, thus warranting tighter 
mobility restrictions or even another lockdown, inflation could thus be somewhat lower in 
the near term but decline more slowly in 2022... should a new lockdown be introduced in 
Q1, we would envisage the first hike being pushed further out into 2022." 

UniCredit 

• “We expect the MPC to refrain from raising the bank rate, currently 0.10%, in December, 
due to COVID-19-related uncertainty.” 

• “We see a 15bp hike in February, followed by a 25bp rise in August and a final 25bp increase 
in February 2023, returning the bank rate to its pre-pandemic level of 0.75%.”  
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Key BoE Comments / Speeches 

Sorted by Most Recent Comments 

Broadbent: Non-committal 

6 December 

• "Changes in interest rates take time to work. And if a shock to inflation is gone before 

monetary policy could do anything to offset it there's not much point in taking action." 

• "There's a good chance that this shock too, larger though it is, will have dissipated by the 

time a policy decision taken now could take effect. Indeed it's quite possible that, in a couple 

of years, some of these tradable goods prices will be falling, pulling down on inflation. And 

even if you took a different view, and thought it was more likely that they'll still be rising at 

that point, you would also need to judge the extent to which that would depress domestic 

demand and spending (especially at a time when, on current plans, tighter fiscal policy will 

be doing the same). Persistent rises in import prices introduce a trade-off between the 

MPC's primary and secondary objectives, complicating the appropriate response to them" 

• "The risks to future inflation from the tight labour market may well be more significant" 

Saunders: Doesn't sound fully committed to a 

December vote for a hike 

3 December 

• Saunders: "Policy is not on auto pilot. The pace, and scale, of any monetary policy changes 

will depend on economic developments and the outlook. In particular, at the December 

meeting, a key consideration for me will be the possible economic effects of the new 

Omicron Covid variant, and the potential costs and benefits of waiting to see more data on 

this before - if necessary adjusting policy." 

• The Nov MPR "forecast assumed that there will be no further new Covid-related severe 

restrictions or lockdowns in the UK, although the pandemic is assumed to continue to weigh 

more substantially on economic activity in some other countries with lower vaccination 

rates. I viewed those as reasonable assumptions at the time, and still do at the moment. But 

inevitably they are uncertain, especially in light of the new Omicron Covid variant." 

• "In considering if and when to adjust rates, there is always a case to wait and see more data. 

At present, given the new Omicron Covid variant has only been detected quite recently, 

there could be particular advantages in waiting to see more evidence on its possible effects 

on public health outcomes and hence on the economy. But continued delay also could be 

costly. If the economy continues along its recent path, then maintaining the current highly 

accommodative policy stance would probably allow the labour market to tighten further 

and, with inflation well above target, reinforce risks of a further rise in long-term inflation 

expectations. This could require a more abrupt and painful policy tightening later. For me, 
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the balance between these considerations is likely to be a key factor at the December 

meeting." 

• Doesn't sound like a December vote for a hike is 100% nailed on for him, despite other 

hawkish comments. Recall that he was the first MPC member to vote to end QE early and 

one of two MPC members to vote for a 15bp hike in November. 

Bailey: Gives away little on monpol impact of 

Omiron 

1 December 

• Says that the direct effects of Covid have attenuated. The last lockdown's effect on GDP was 

not as big as the first lockdown. The first impact of Covid was to increase consumption of 

goods rather than services - pushing up global goods consumption. In western world direct 

impact attenuated by vaccines and boosted doses. But places like China will shut down 

whole sections of the economy, which has impact on supply chains (second direct impact). 

15 November at Treasury Select Committee: 

• Bailey said he's very uneasy about growth in the economy and the growth has started to 

flatten out. He's also just said the labour market looks tight. But the real puzzle is what 

happens at the end of the furlough scheme and we have little official data to go on. The 

anecdotal evidence suggests no real rise to unemployment, but we don't really know. He 

says the big question for me is will there be real pressure on wage expectations and wage 

negotiations and inflation expectations. He says, do we wait at least 6 weeks when we have 

more data or do we act now? Decided to wait for more labour market data. 

Mann sounds a long way from a hike 

30 November 

• Mann sounded like she wasn't even compemplating voting for a hike with the uncertainty of 

the Omicron variant: "There's a lot of information to come with regards to Omicron, so its 

premature to even talk about timing" – in regards to a question regarding the size of the first 

hike. 

• Mann being asked on Omicron again: She says the area the Bank had expected demand to 

grow would be a rotation to services from goods as people go out more. If Omicron sees us 

"hauled up in our houses...we may not see some of the moderation in goods prices." Also 

points to risks of Asian lockdowns keeping supply chains tight. 

Pill sounds like he is leaning towards voting for a 

December hike (pre-Omicron impacts) 

26 November 

• Pill gives three reasons he has not voted to raise rates: 
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1. "Do not see an immediate threat of UK inflation de-anchoring from its 2% target at the 

policy-relevant medium-term horizon". He warns "'over-steering' with monetary policy 

runs the risk of adding to economic volatility rather than containing it" 

2. "Shifting to a stance more reflective of the emerging two-sided risks to the outlook 

required careful preparation after several years of aggressive policy accommodation." "I 

felt that an early cessation of asset purchases would be more likely to confuse rather 

than clarify our stance. I favoured waiting for the QE programme to reach its natural end 

in December, as a result of which Bank Rate would be clearly established as the active 

instrument of monetary policy going forward.... With that in mind, I welcome the 

prospect of QE coming to an end next month." 

3. "My assessment of the inflation outlook rests on a cumulative assessment of the 

incoming data... In the absence of a dramatic shock (such as financial crisis), building 

that cumulative assessment takes time." "I recognised that uncertainty surrounded how 

the end of the furlough scheme would affect labour market developments... There was 

value in waiting for this uncertainty to be resolved - or at least reduced - before deciding 

whether to take the first steps in withdrawing monetary policy accommodation." 

• "The burden of proof has now clearly shifted. While in September I was still seeking data to 

confirm my assessment of the strength of the post-pandemic recovery and accumulation of 

inflationary pressures, now I scan incoming information for challenges to that view." 

• So given that last statement about the burden of proof having shifted, having more 

information on the labour market post-furlough and wanting to wait for QE to end, it seems 

as though Pill is leaning towards voting for a hike in December. He does make clear that it is 

only his view, and not the view of the wider MPC, however. 

Haskel non-committal on timing of rate rise 

BOE's Haskel highlights. Pretty non-commital on timing in the whole speech. Note that he is 

considered to be one of the most dovish MPC members. Little market reaction to his comments. 

• "In my view, the prospective rise in Bank Rate from its emergency level - whenever that 

comes - is not a bug, but a feature. It reflects the success of fiscal, health and science policy 

in dealing with worst economic shock in 100 years." 

• "You will know that the November MPR suggested that if the economy proceeds to recover 

rates will rise. It is worth having some perspective on that rise." 

• "Much of the variation in inflation is due to global factors such as imported goods and 

energy prices. I expect much of that variation to be transitory" 

"As we have seen much of the inflation problems of the 1970s were due to changes in commodity 

prices and the long drawn-out response of wages relative to productivity to such changes. The latest 

data continues to indicate a tight labour market, putting upward pressure on wages. From a living 

standards point of view, this is of course excellent news, but from an inflation point of view this has 

to be matched by increased productivity and so we have to be vigilant." 
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MNI POLICY TEAM INSIGHTS 

MNI STATE OF PLAY: BOE Leaves Dec Hike Live As 

Omicron Hits 

By David Robinson, 14 December 

Bank of England Monetary Policy Committee members have avoided giving any fresh policy steer in 

recent weeks, rendering both the December and February meetings live following November’s 

guidance that a hike would be “necessary over coming months.” 

All the MPC members have signed up to the view that some tightening will likely to be needed to get 

inflation, expected to peak around 5% in the spring, back to its 2% target. The onset of the Omicron 

variant of Covid has persuaded analysts that a hike is unlikely this month although MPC members 

have said next to nothing to endorse this view. 

Market pricing shows money markets are assuming that the Bank will raise its policy rate from its 

current 0.1% to around 1.0% by the end of 2022, also indicating that if the MPC does not move in 

December that it will only briefly postpone tightening to February. 

The uncertainty around the impact of the Omicron variant is unlikely to have neatly disappeared in 

time for the February MPC meeting, with questions hanging over vaccine efficacy, booster rates, 

business and consumer confidence, how it impacts supply chains and what fiscal support, if any, the 

government will deliver to cushion its effects. MPC members have, so far, largely highlighted the 

unknowns while pushing back against the view that Omicron will be a deflationary shock. 

Deputy Governor Ben Broadbent, a key figure at the Bank whose voting record shows him 

consistently voting with the majority, refused point blank in a De. 6 question-and-answer session to 

say if the spread of the Omicron variant made delaying a hike more likely while noting that the MPC 

did have evidence from previous Covid waves of its likely effects. These, as independent MPC 

Michael Saunders noted, can be inflationary, with supply chain disruptions and an increase in relative 

demand for goods adding to price pressures. 

OMICRON 
Saunders, along with Deputy Governor Dave Ramsden, voted for a hike at the November meeting. 

While some analysts placed weight on Saunders remarks that Omicron could change his vote he did 

nothing more than acknowledge the obvious that things could change if the pandemic news was dark 

enough. 

The latest developments, notwithstanding the rapid growth of Omicron infections, have not so far 

brought the pessimistic scenarios of high fatalities and attendant lockdowns and speaking on Monday 

Governor Andrew Bailey downplayed the idea that it would turn into a major shock to financial 

markets. 

The Bank is “monitoring it closely and, obviously, there is still a lot of news to come on Omicron in 

terms of what its medical symptoms are going to be and on vaccine efficacy … but I would say at the 

moment … that I don’t think we are in a situation where there is stress around the corner in terms of 

markets,” Bailey said. 

Elevated inflation expectations and the MPC’s history of looking through inflationary shocks in the 

wake of sterling devaluations both at the onset of the global financial crisis and after the Brexit vote 
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have left the BOE, unlike some other central banks, with no prolonged history of inflation undershoots 

that could be used to justify another price overshoot on an implicit inflation-averaging approach. 

There is chatter that Bailey would prefer to have a large majority, or all, of the MPC on board when a 

hike is delivered but a swing back to a nine-to-zero vote in favour of no change in December, as some 

analysts have suggested might happen, would cloud the messaging when chief economist Huw Pill 

has said he wants the Bank to get back to its core task of inflation fighting. 

MNI INSIGHT: Fiscal Implications Of BOE Tightening 

Prompt Stats Review 

By David Robinson, 8 December 

The UK Office for National Statistics is set to publish guidance on how it would record losses on the 
Bank of England’s vast stock of gilt holdings as rates rise, after years of quantitative easing which 
have effectively shortened government debt maturities, ensuring that higher interest rates will have an 
immediate fiscal impact, officials said. 

Until now the BOE has channelled back to the Treasury profits it makes from the spread between 
coupon payments on securities in its Asset Purchase Facility and the interest it pays to banks on the 
reserves it used to buy the bonds. But a higher Bank Rate paid on the reserves will reduce these 
transfers, and, if the rate keeps on rising, would eventually reverse it. 

Under an agreement with the BOE, the Treasury has promised to indemnify any losses made during 

QE, attracting the close attention of lawmakers. From an accounting perspective, however, any 
indemnity and corresponding loss would cancel each other out, as equivalent transfers between 
sectors of the public sector balance sheet, officials at the Office for National Statistics, which has 

prepared guidelines on how to account for the flows, told MNI. (See MNI INTERVIEW2:Altering BOE 
Reserve Payments May Backfire-Bean) 

The fiscal impact of higher rates, though, would be another story, as a jump in rates could prompt the 
government to increase its borrowing as its interest payments rise, or to cut spending.  

FISCAL MANDATE 

“Any losses which are incurred as QE unwinds will affect Public Sector Net Borrowing and the current 
budget deficit, and will push up Public Sector Net Debt excluding the Bank of England,” Philip Wales, 
head of the ONS's Public Sector Division, told MNI. “How this unwinds will therefore have an impact 
on the Government’s new fiscal mandate and supplementary measures.” 

The Treasury’s new fiscal mandate is to aim for debt to fall as a share of GDP excluding BOE 
transactions. But if rising debt interest costs force it to increase borrowing, this ratio could rise, no 
matter whether the liabilities are meant to cover an indemnity to the Bank. 

Under its tightening strategy, the BOE plans to stop reinvesting the proceeds of maturing gilts when 
Bank Rate, currently at 0.1, reaches 0.5% and then to consider selling them from 1.0%, both of which 
moves could result in a loss on the original market prices of the securities. These would then have to 
be accounted for. 

The Office for Budget Responsibility has estimated that QE roughly doubled the proportion of debt 
that responds to interest rate changes within a year. This will save the public sector GBP17.1 billion in 

https://marketnews.com/mni-uk-lawmakers-ask-govt-for-details-of-boe-indemnity-deal
https://marketnews.com/mni-interview2-altering-boe-reserve-payments-may-backfire-bean
https://marketnews.com/mni-interview2-altering-boe-reserve-payments-may-backfire-bean
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debt interest in the 2021-22 fiscal year alone, but the effect would reverse in a high interest rate 
scenario.  

“Swapping interest payments on gilts for interest payments on Central Bank reserves has helped to 

keep public sector net borrowing low in recent years. But if interest rates rise, the flows we observe 

now could reverse,” Wales said. “Although the recording inside the public sector boundary is 

complicated, the real fiscal impact arises from the higher interest costs on the Bank of England’s 

reserves.” 

MNI INTERVIEW: Shrinking UK Labour Pool Risks 

Wage Price Spiral 

By David Robinson, 30 November 

A significant number of working age people appear to have left the UK workforce permanently, 
increasing the risk of a mild wage price spiral, Tony Wilson, Director of the Institute for Employment 
Studies and previously an employment and skills specialist in the Treasury and Department for Work 
and Pensions, told MNI. 

Many older women employed in sectors such as cleaning, particularly hard hit by the Covid pandemic 
as offices emptied, appear to have drifted off into retirement. Even if participation picks up again, it 
may do so from a lower base rather than returning to its previous trend, Wilson said. 

“I would definitely say that there is enough evidence now that there is a cohort of people who have left 
permanently. As a consequence, we will just end up with a smaller labour market,” Wilson said. 

If the labour market shrinks in line with the economy that would not add to pressure on wages but 
Wilson, noting that over 100,000 fewer women were working in cleaning than pre-pandemic, said he 
was concerned it could be “quite a lot smaller.” 

Around three quarters of the missing cleaners were working part-time, and it is not clear that these 
jobs will come back. 

“I think many of them may well just drift into retirement,” Wilson said. 

PAY TO RISE SHARPLY 

The annual government study of older workers, published in September, noted that the UK has both 
an ageing workforce and lagging participation rates among older workers, with the employment rate 
gap between those aged 35 to 49 and 50 to 64 widening from 12.9 percentage points in 2020 to 13.9 
points in 2021. 

The Bank of England in its November Monetary Policy Report forecast that potential labour supply 
would be around 1% lower by the end of the forecast period than it had assumed in August and cited 
the risk of “greater than expected upward pressure on wage growth from: a continuation of a lower 
availability of workers … due to a lower path for participation or migration.” This was despite 
controversially cutting its central earnings forecast for 2022. 

“I think pay is going to rise sharply in a few months,” Wilson said, pointing to “energy bills rising really 
fast and goods inflation rising as well.” 
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The official fiscal forecaster, the Office for Budget Responsibility, predicted unemployment would go 
back above 5% but the latest data have shown it still declining. If the OBR has overestimated the level 
of slack then, even without the conventional mechanism of workers negotiating higher pay due to 
higher prices, wages could still spiral upwards.  

“I think they are wrong on the level of slack … With less slack I think it is more likely there will be a 
wage price spiral,” Wilson said. 

His comments came after criticism of the Bank of England for underestimating the potential for wage-
price gains from economists including National Institute of Economic and Social Research Deputy 

Director and former senior BOE economist Paul Mortimer-Lee, as reported by MNI. (See MNI 
INTERVIEW2: BOE Too Optimistic On Inflation- Mortimer-Lee) 

One offsetting effect is that the UK could see labour supply rise among the young who have opted to 
stay in education while doing less part-time work than in previous eras. As the economic recovery 
continues these people could be attracted into work. 

Wilson noted that the very latest data is showing an increase in participation amongst people who are 
also studying. During the Covid crises, the proportion of young people in jobs hit a record low of 23% 
but has risen to around 28%, still low compared to some four-in-ten who were studying and working 
two decades ago. 

“If it went back up to 40% … which would be a hell of a change, it wouldn’t happen straight away, 

there would be maybe 400,000 more people (from this segment) in the labour market than there are 

now,” Wilson said. 

MNI INTERVIEW: BOE Tightening Plan Flawed-

NIESR's Mortimer-Lee 

By David Robinson, 22 November 

The UK faces a difficult monetary tightening path, with the speed at which the Bank of England plans 

to shrink its balance sheet dictated by the pace at which it originally purchased gilts and the Treasury 

set to be hit by soaring funding costs as interest rates rise, Paul Mortimer-Lee, National Institute of 

Economic and Social Research Deputy Director and a former senior BOE economist, told MNI. 

"Running off the debt in line with maturities is, I think, a nonsense policy because this says the degree 

of monetary tightening you deliver depends on the maturity of the debt you happen to hold," Mortimer-

Lee said in an interview. 

"When you bought this debt you never envisaged that you tightened policy in June 2022, for example. 

You should make a conscious decision to run the debt off at a rate that you decide is appropriate at 

the time," he added. 

The BOE, which has accumulated GBP875 billion in gilts via quantitative easing, will cease to replace 

maturing debt once it has raised Bank Rate, currently at 0.1%, to 0.5%, something it looks likely to do 

by mid-2022 at the latest. Once Bank Rate hits 1.0% it will consider active sales of gilts. (MNI has 

looked at BOE tightening strategy here: MNI INSIGHT: BOE Clarifies Tightening Strategy, Focus On 

Rates) 

BOE debt sales may prove challenging to the Treasury, whose funding cost on the 40% of 

outstanding public debt held by the central bank is Bank Rate, paid on the reserves created to buy the 

bonds. 

https://marketnews.com/homepage/mni-interview
https://marketnews.com/homepage/mni-interview
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QE INDEMNITY 
"The government has funded itself by overnight deposits and that is a bit scary. When you have a 

very short debt maturity overall then your debt dynamics can become quite adverse when interest 

rates go up," Mortimer-Lee said. 

The Treasury is also liable to pay an indemnity to the BOE for any losses it incurs in the sale of gilts, 

potentially delivering a double-whammy to the public purse. 

"Does the Treasury really want to pay huge chunks over to the Bank of England? Where does it get 

the money from if the Bank suffers huge losses on its gilt portfolio? It has to issue in the market, and 

so there is a potential funding problem with having so much debt at floating rates," Mortimer-Lee said. 

One proposal from NIESR has been to compel banks to switch their central bank reserves into 

government debt, but Mortimer-Lee points out that this would be equivalent to a heavy tax on banks. 

BOE Governor Andrew Bailey has also opposed restricting remuneration of central bank reserves on 

the grounds it too would act like a tax on banks. 

The prospect of such complex debt dynamics is also making life difficult for the UK Office For National 

Statistics, which has to separate out Treasury and Bank of England liabilities in measures of public 

borrowing. The problem has only been made more acute by the decision by Chancellor Rishi Sunak 

to adopt a fiscal target for a falling ratio of debt-to-GDP excluding the BOE. 

Mortimer-Lee was critical of the new fiscal rule, noting that gilts held by the BOE affected market rates 

for bonds and therefore public financing costs. 

"The refunding need is the same if the Bank holds this stuff or the other people hold this stuff," 

Mortimer-Lee said. 

MNI INSIGHT: BOE Tightening Plan Flawed-NIESR's 

Mortimer-Lee 

Bank of England inflation models place too much weight on expectations and unjustifiably assume 
they are anchored on its 2% target, leaving officials over-optimistic that the rate of price growth will 
return to target, National Institute of Economic and Social Research Deputy Director and former 
senior BOE economist Paul Mortimer-Lee told MNI. 

"Everybody's models say that what determines inflation is expectations. What they have in the model 
is that the economy believes the inflation target. So everybody's models will give you a convergence 
on target of inflation without the central bank doing anything because it is magnetic, it is gravitational," 
Mortimer-Lee said in an interview, in which he was sharply critical of the MPC's decision not to hike 

Bank Rate in November after signalling that rates are likely to head higher. (See MNI INSIGHT: 
Rates Pricing Races Ahead As BOE Sticks To Script) 

"The Bank of England was hugely negligent because it needs to walk the walk as well as talk the talk. 
It didn't need to do much. Fifteen basis points wasn't going to kill the economy," he said. 

The assumption that households, firms and financial markets base expectations on the BOE's 2% 
target is not credible, Mortimer-Lee said, pointing to the period following the global financial crisis 
when inflation in advanced economies got stuck well below target. 

"People want to believe that this failure of the inflation target was a one-way phenomenon, that 
inflation targets don't work when you are below the target but that they will work when you are above 
the target," Mortimer-Lee said. 

https://marketnews.com/mni-insight-boe-mpc-sticks-to-script-markets-race-ahead
https://marketnews.com/mni-insight-boe-mpc-sticks-to-script-markets-race-ahead
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THREAT TO INFLATION FROM WAGES 

"OK, where's the evidence? There is no evidence whatsoever, but people want to believe it because 
they want to believe that inflation expectations are everything, which is fine, but then the second step, 
which is not fine, is that inflation expectations will be formed according to the inflation target. That 
second step is wrong. That is a step too far," he said. 

Mortimer-Lee also criticised projections in the BOE's November Monetary Policy Report, which cut the 
forecast for 2022 average weekly earnings growth to 1.25% from 1.75% despite labour market 
tightness, on the assumption that there will be no second-round effects from the current burst of 
inflation. 

The fact that there has yet to be a widespread pick-up in pay settlements provides only false comfort, 
Mortimer-Lee said, arguing that employees were less likely to try and negotiate pay rises during 
lockdowns and high Covid uncertainty. Now, however, with unemployment falling and vacancies at 
record levels, pay rises are on the cards. 

"The theology of central banks is you do not react to the initial price surge, that you can do nothing 
about because your policy can't change past price increases. What you do is respond to the second-
round effects. So if you assume that the second round effect is zero then there is no reason to raise 
rates," Mortimer-Lee said. 

"The question is, is it a reasonable assumption that the second-round effect is zero? I say absolutely 

no way is that reasonable," he said. 
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